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INDIVIDUAL EVENTS SPEAKING:
TWO ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS
Halford Ryan

Jack Rhodes recently extended a call for various research studies in

individual speaking events' and, in his stud\' of extemporaneous speaking,
James Benson noted that most organizational patterns are trite and over-

useti: "The most popular organizational patterns, regardless of the de
mands of the topic, are chronological and the 'Three-Point' patterns."^
Similarly, persuasive speakers seem to overuse the problem-solution and
the topical organizational patterns. The (iuestion, tlien, becomes: "Are
there available to the individual events speaker other organizational pat
terns which are as elective as the tradiHonal ones?" In this article, 1 shdl
examine two patterns rarels used in individual events speaking. I shall
(1) explain why these patterns would help the speaker to organize his or

her thoughts in order to become a better persuasive speaker and (2) pro
vide examples of eacii pattern's use.
The Classical Pattern

Corax, a Greek citizen in the colony of Syracuse, Sicily (c. 5th century
B.C.), outlined the Classical organizational pattern in his "The Technique
of Speaking."^ Corax divided the speech into five parts: Introduction, Nar
ration, Arguments, Refutation, and Conclusion. The basic pattern evi-

dentl>' was used both in forensic and deliberative oratorx',"' so its appro
priateness to individual speaking events should be appiirent, The Classical
patteni predates the codification of the five canons of rhetoric, but it is
actually a symbiotic blending of the canons of invention (inventio) and
arrangement {cUsposifio).^ It dictates to the speaker the kinds of materials

that should be researched and how the materials should be arranged for
presentation.

Halford Ryan is Associate Professor of Public Speaking at Washington and Lee
University.

'Jack Rhodes, "On the Current State of Scholarship in Individual Events,"
Speaker and Gavel, 16 (Fall 1978), pp. 13-17.

^ James A. Beivson, "Extemporaneous Speaking: Organization Which Inheres,"
Jottrnal of ihe American Forensic Association, 14 (1978), p. 150.
^ Kathleen Freeman, The Murder of Herodes(New York: W, W. Norton, 1963) d
31.

^ George Kennedy, The Art of Persuasion in Greece (Princeton: Princeton Uni
versity Pre.ss, 1963), p. 61.

* For a discussion of the five classical canons of rhetoric, see Gary Gronkhite,
Persuasion: Speech and Behavioral Change (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1969),
pp. 22-23, and Kennedy, p. 266.
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The Introduction should be self-explanatory.

The Narration adds persuasive appeal to the speech by suggesting that
one should find and cast his or her materials into a story-like fonn. Gron-

beck has noted the appeal of a narration: "A good narrative, then, sucks us

into a story- and gives us a particular way of viewing a series of events. And
if it's plausible and well motivated, it might even change some attitudes."**
Bryant and Wallace have observed that the narrative form "is very common
in politics and in certain t\pes of courtroom speaking."^
The Arguments section directs the speaker toward finding and arranging
those materials which can be used to argue for the proposition.

The Refutation provides a neat counterpoise, or juxtaposition, to the

Arguments by directing the speaker to refute them. In the Refutation, the
speaker has at least two strategic options and could even combine tlrem
in some proportion for his or her particular ends. First, the speaker could
find and arrange materials to refute the opponent's case or analysis. Sec-ond, the Refutation could be used to argue against the audience's doubts
or reservations concerning tlie speaker's proposition.
The Conclusion is self-explanatoiy-.

The reader would benefit from a study of several significant speeches
which utilize the Classical pattern: Edmund Burke's "Conciliation with

the Colonies,"'* Patrick Henry's "Liberty or Death,"** Senator Joseph

McCarthy's "The Red-Tinted Washington Crowd,"'" and Senator Richard
Nixon's "Checkers Speech.""
The Method of Residues

The method of residues, more recently tenned tlie "elimination order,

presents an interesting strategy for the speaker to use when there is a
range of options available for selection and persuasion. It is applicable in
those persuasive situations in which the speaker and his or her audience
already agree on the need for some action and need only to select a course
to follow. The method of residues is actually an expanded form of the

disjunctive syllogism. Copi has illustrated its pure form:
Either Fido ran away or Fido got hit by a car.
Fido did not run away.
Therefore Fido got hit by a car."

" Bruce E. Gronbeck, The Articulate Person (Glenview: Scott, Foresman, 1979),
p. 194.

'Donald C. Bryant and Karl R. Wallace, Funclainentals of Public Speaking, 4th
ed.(New York: Meredith, 1969), p. 183.

" Edmund Burke, "Conciliation With the Colonies," Edmund Burke; On the
American Revolution, ed. Elliott R. Barkan (New York: Harper and Row, 1966), p.
75.

® Patrick Henry,"Liberty or Death," American Public Addresses 1740-1952, ed.
A. Craig Baird (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1956), pp. 30-32.

Joseph R. McCarthy, "The Red-Tinted Wa.shington Crowd," The Agitator in
American Society, ed. Charles W. Lomas (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1968),
pp. 155-62.

"Richard .M. Nixon,"Fund Speech Text," .Vein York Times, 24 Sept. 1952, p. 22.
® See Gronbeck, p. 41; Gary Cronkhite, Public Speaking and Critical Listening

(Menlo Park; Benjainin-Cuminings, 1978), p. 22.5; Douglas Ehninger, Bruce E.
Gronbeck, and Alan H. Monroe, Principles of Speech Communication, 8th briefed.
(Glenview: Scott, Foresman, 1980), pp. 138-39.

Irving M. Copi, Introduction to Logic, 3rd ed.(New York: MacmlUan, 1968),
p, 200.
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McBumey and Mills have noted that the speaker must partition the (juestion into its exhaustive parts and then negate each part except that one
which he or she advocates; hence, the residue.'^ The primary responsi
bility ofdetenning the exhaustiveness of the options lies with the speaker.
To be persuasive, the speaker must eliminate all of the other options so
that the audience can perceive the reasoning process and, to be logical,
the speaker cannot affinn his or her residue until all of the options or
disjuiicts in the syllogism have been negated.
Hence we have a valid disjunctive .syllogism only where the categorical
premiss contradicts one disjunction premiss and the conclusion affirms the

other disjunct of the disjunctive premiss.'®

In its expanded rhetorical fonn, a sample employment of the method of

residues might be outlined in the following example where the speaker
and audience agree that the Nav> should be strengthened:
Either we refurbish existing ships to strengthen the Navy
Or we recommission decommissioned ship.s to strengthen the Navv
Or we build new ships to strengthen the Navy.
Since relurbishment Is too expensive.
Since decomissioned ships are ouhnoded.

Therefore we should build new ships to strengthen the Navy.

Notice that the partition is apparently complete, that the "building" dis
junct contradicts the refurbishment disjunct and the "recommission"

disjunct, and the conclusion does affirm the residue disjunct bv building
new ships to strengthen the Nav> .

The reader could .stud> the method of residues in the following speech
es: Patrick Heim's "Libert\- or Death," President Nixon's "Cambodia,"'®
and Edmund Burke s Conciliation with the Colonies. " The application
of the metliod's theory is perhaps best illustrated in Burke'.s speech. Burke
himself can summarize best the paitition ol the options and how he ne
gated the options ajid coii,sequentl> was left with his residue:
If then the removal ol die causes of this spirit of American liberty be, for
the greater part, or rather entirely, impracticable; if the i<leas of criminal

process be inapplicable, or, if applicable, are in the highest degree inex
pedient—what way yet remains? No way is open, but the third and lastto compK- with the American spirit as necessary, or, if you please, to submit
to it as a necessary evil.'"
Conclusion

In an attempt to atld new organizational pattems to those already used
or overused in individual spetdcing events, the Classical pattern and the
method of residues were discussed.

The Classical pattern is useful becau.se it sugge.sts the kinds of materials
the speaker should find and how he or she should arrange them in the
discrete sections. The Narration affords a valuable opportunity for the
"James H. McBurney and Glen E. Mills, Arguinentation and Debate, 2nd ed.
(New York; Macinillan. 19fi4), pp. 290-91.
Copi, p. 201.

Richard M. Nixon,"Cambodia," Contemporary American Speeches, ed. Wil A.
Linkugel, R. R. Allen, aud Richard L. Johannesen, 3rd ed. (fielmont: Wadsworth,
1972), pp. 237^3.

"Burke, p. 95.
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Speaker to formulate a convincing stor\- for his or her persuasive end. The
Arguments-Refutation juxtaposition i.s particularly persuasive because the
speaker bifurcates the presentation along defensive-otfensive, pro-con,
positive-negative lines. Although the pattern was originally used in ancient
forensic and deliberative speaking, my identification of modern speeches

winch used the pattern suggests that it is useful and appropriate as a per
suasive pattern in contemporary individual speaking events.
The method of residues is a rhetorical expansion of the disjunctive syl

logism. To use it effectively, the speaker and the critic-judge should make
certain that the partition of the question into its constituent options is

exhaustive, or else the logical force ofthe residue will be faulty and, hence,
its persuasibility questionable. Moreover, the speaker should provide, and
the critic-judge should examine, the proof adduced against each of the
disjuncts as well as for the residue. When speaker and audience agree on
the need or problem, this method allows the speaker to demonstrate to the
audience and the critic-judge the logical desirability of the residue, or
solution, over that of the other negated options.

One hopes that these patterns will be incorporated into individual
speaking events by enteri^rising and innovative speakers who wish to bet
ter persuade their audiences and critic-judges, and that the audiences and
critic-judges will better understand the development and application of
the patterns in persuasive speaking.
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AFFIRMATIVE FIAT, PLAN CIRCUMVENTION, AND
THE "PROCESS" DISADVANTAGE: THE
FURTHER RAMIFICATIONS OF
PSEUDO-INHERENCY
John R. Schunk

At a time when it is important to make intercollegiate deljate as relevant

as possible to real-world situatiojis and the skills necessar>' to cope with
them, it is disturbing tliat a misuiulerstanding persists in the debate com
munity over what is probai>l\' the most confusing concept in policv prop
osition analysis—inherenc\'. In a previous article, the term "pseudo-in
herency was introduced to describe this pervasive tnisanalysis of the
nature of inherency.'

The purpo.se of thi.s article is to e.\plore some further ramifications of
pseudo-inherency in two areas of plan attacks—circumvention and disad

vantages—where questions which should be irrelevant to policy proposi
tions often have been accepted as legitimate by both affimiative.s and neg
atives alike. Let it be clear at the outset that this author does not fault

negative teams only for raising these misguided plan attacks. Affirmative
teams are also responsible for legitimizing such arguments when the af
firmative case sets up the pseudo-inherency positions.
However, before these two plan attack areas are examined, it is neces.sar>' to review the nature of the pseudo-inherency misunderstanding. The

legitimate stock issue of inherency is best expressed by the following ques
tion: Ts an\ policy short of the one proposed inherently incapable of
mitigating the alleged problems?"^ Pseudo-inherency, on the other hand,
entails a different question: "Can the alleged problems be solved (or iidvantages be attained) without making a structural change in the status
quo? While inherency issues should concern whether there are nontopical ways to obtain the desired bent^fit, p.seudo-inherenc>' erroneousK' asks
whether the status quo has tlie ability to take the action outlined in the
affirmative plan.

In order to understand the irrelevance of this latter question, it must be
assumed that the topicalit\- of a pcirticular affirmative plan has been granted
or established. (In fact, if tlie plan is not topical, there is no reason to
resolve iuiy of the other issues in a particular debate.) A negative team,
then, fails to uphold its responsibility- of negaliiig the proposition when
it argues the capability of the stiitus (juo to adopt the affirmative plan, for
the topical action still must tie taken in order to solve the alleged problems.
At this point, an application of the pseudo-inherency concept to an ex
ample of attitudinal inherency should Ije illuminating. Consider the 1979-

John F. Schunk is an Associate Profes.sor of Speech Communication and Director
of Forensics at Wichita State University.

'John F. Schunk, "A Farewell to 'Structural Change': The Cure for Pseudo-In

herency."'Jounn// of the American Foretiaic Association, 14(Winter 1978), pp. 14449.

'Douglas Ehninger and Wa>iie Brockriede, Derision by Debate (New York;
Dodd, Mead, and Company, 19fi3), p. 225.
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80 intercollegiate topic, "Resolved that the federal government should
significantly strengthen the regulation of mass media communication in
the United States." A legitimate affirmative inherency position for a plan

through which the federal govennnent would impose limits on television
violence might be stated in the following way. Attitudes in the broadcast
ing industry preclude a voluntaiy reduction of T.V. violence which is re
quired to attain the iiffinnative advantages, and thus governmental restraint
is required for solvency. The negative legitimately could defend inherency
by defending such measures as self-regulation, the effectiveness of parent/
teacher pressure groups on the broadcasting industry, the responsiveness
of the \AB code, and so on—all of which would be without strengthened

government regulation {without the topic). These are all legitimate neg
ative inherency positions since only actions short of the resolution (which
specifies the federal government as the agent of change) are argued as
ways to achieve the same benefits as those alleged for the affirmative's
resolutional action.

On the otlier hand, an example of attitudinal pseudo-inherency might
sound like this: instead of asking why alleged problems cannot be solved
without the proposition, the negative asks why the proposition has not yet
been adopted. Apparently, federal policymakers have not been motivated
sufficiently to adopt the affirmative plan, but the negative who argues that
these attitudes against adoption are not inherent is guilty of the pseudoinherency fallacy. When a negative iirgiies that status quo policymakers in
the federal government have no perverse motive in not requiring a reduc
tion in T.V. violence, this merely means that the status quo can, and per
haps will, adopt tlie topic; this is not a reason wh\ the topic should not be
adopteil (why the federal government should not significantly strengthen
the regulation of mass media communication). The only inherency position
relevant to negating the proposition (why the proposition should not be
adopted) is the capability of the status quo to obtain the desired effect
without taking a topical action.

Often, it is not the negative who is guilty of introducing pseudo-inher
ency into the debate. The affinnative may confuse true inherency with
pseudo-inherency and may argue reasons why the affinnative plan has not
been adopted (e.g.. Congress has been reluctant to act because of First
Amendment considerations of freedom of expression, or the FCC has been

co-opted by the industry it is charged with regulating). Win/ a significant
strengthening of the regulation of mass media b\' the federal government
(legislative, executive, or judicial branch)^ has not taken place would be
germane only to a proposition of fact—predicting that the federal govern
ment tvill or will not take such action—but not to a proposition of policy.
There is no rationale for an affinnative arguing that a topical actioti will
not be taken in order to demonstrate that the action should he taken.
With this review of the nature of pseudo-inherency in mind, the re
mainder of this article will examine two sets of plan attack issues which

are grounded in the pseudo-inherency lallac\'. The first of these consists
of a set of solvency-circumvention arguments. The analysis typically mns

something like this: if, as the affinnative case argues, polic\ inakers do not
currentl)- want the affinnative policy, then they will find ways to see that
the affirmative plan is not put into effect. As a result, affirmatives have
^ For a discussion of the reasons "federal government" is not restricted to the
legislative branch, see Schunk, pp. 145-46.
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responded with the magical power of'fiat which mandates policy action to
override these currently opposing attitudes.

Such an affirmative position distorts the concept of fiat, and unneces
sarily so, since illegitimate inherency arguments are responsible for its
inceptioti. Affirmative fiat should be another way of saying that the affinnative team's obligation is not to prove that the plan tvill be adopted, but
only that it ahould be adoptetl. It does not mean that the affirmative »lebaters are themselves adopting the plan, (^r that the judge adopts the plan
when he or she \ otes affirmative. On the contrary, if this plan ever realK'
were adopted, it could be done so only by those persons in the position
of authority to do so: Congress, executive boards and agencies, and/or the
federal courts.

Thus, an affirmative plan never would be passed as legislation unless
and until a majority in Congress was persuaded to vote for it, even though
a minority of attitudes in this branch of the federal government might
remain opposed. The argument that Congressional opposition would result
in repeal or some other way to circumvent (once the affirmative fiats the
plan over current Congressional attitudes) is based on an erroneous notion

of the meaning of "should." By the same token, an executiv e agencv would
take action only after being convinced to ch) so (by statutory requirement
or otherwise); f>pposing attitudes would have been sufficiently minimized
so tluit they no longer prevented enactment of the affirmative plan. Clearlv.
nothing in the "real worhl" supports the distorted notion of fiat as a divine

intervention which forces adoption of a policy that tlie majority (or those
with the authority to adopt) do not want to adopt.
Another example from a recent intercollegiate topic may prove helpful
here. Consider the affinnative plan in which the federal government man
dates a nationwitle mass media campaign to infonn the public about the
dangers of a particuhu" product or behavior. Legitimate inherency issues
center on ways to achieve the benefits alleged for this action without the

federal gmvennnent's strengthening the regulation of mass media com
munication to achieve those benefits. Pseudo-inherency raises questions

about why^ the federal government has not taken this action in the past.
Any of a number of motives for inaction bv Congress or by executive
departments and agencies(DOE, FCC) may lie claimed by the affirmative
ami denied by the negative. When the affinnative claims such reasons, it

paves the way for negatives to argue that the motives for non-adoption'in
the past will continue once the affirmative plan is adopted, and this will
lead to circumvention.

Thus, negatives might argue any of a number of circumvention plan
attacks: 1) Congress will repeal the affirmative plan after its adoption is
mandated by the affirmative team; 2) Congress will refuse to fuml the
affirmative plan atietjuately; 3) DOE and FCC will refuse to enforce the
affinnative plan effectively; 4) It the plan is appointerl by the President,
with Congressional approval, the affirmative plan's indeptmdent board will
be biased not to enforce the plan effectively because of the currently op
posing attitudes in the legislative ami executive branches; or .5) The Su

preme Court will strike down the affirmative plan. (It is very strange that
nearly everyone finds this latter argument illegitimate because Constitu

tionality is a waiveii issue in policy debate. The affinnative can merely sav
that all necessary actions should be taken, including Constitutional
amendment if necessary; at the same time, many will not accept the same
thing for the other two branches of the federal government.)
With a proper understanding of fiat, however, affinnatives can soundlv
Published by Cornerstone: A Collection of Scholarly and Creative Works for Minnesota State University, Mankato,
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respond that 1) Congress should nut repeal; 2) Congress should fund; 3)
D()E and FCC should enforce; and 4) the President and Congress should

not select board tneinbers opposed to carrying out the plan. Whether these
actions, all of which are undertaken by the federal government (the agent

of change specified in the proposition), will ever occur is irrelevant to
whether the\' ought to occur. On the other hand, fiat realistically cannot
mean tliat the affirmative team insures that the proposition will be enacted

by claiming their plan incapable of repeal, b\ the affinnative team's ap
pointment of board members, or b\' the appointment of the affirmative
team to the plan administration board. Yet these affinnative tactics, and
others, have occurred because of theoretically unsound circumvention at
tacks.

This is not to say that there are not legitimate circumvention attacks
when relevant inherency issues are identified. Media resistance to federal
government mandates, for example, would be quite relevant, since the
proposition wording only allows the affirmative to advocate what the fed
eral government, and not the mass media, should do. If the negative dem
onstrates that federal government enforcement mechanisms will fail to
induce mass media compliance, then opposing attitudes outside the fed
eral government may indeed thwart plan solvency. However, opposing
attitudes within the federal governineuf no longer would be at issue since
the woriling of the proposition authorizes the affinnative to advocate de
sirable attitudes, regardless of whether the attitudes ever exist.
Neither is this to suggest that circumvention attacks grounded in pseudoinherency cannot be relevant in determining the decision of a specific-

debate, particularly when both the affirmative and the negative accept the
legitimacy of pseudo-inherency as an issue relevant to policy propositions.
However, this article does argue that an increased awareness in the debate
cominunit\' can and shoukl render such "non-real world" circumvention

attacks and distortions of affirmative fiat to the same status of irrelevancy
as the issue of Constitutionalit\'.

The examples cited here deal only with propositions calling for action

by the federal government. However, the clear majority of recent inter
collegiate resolutions has specified the federal government as the agent
of change. Moreover, when an agent of change is not specified, the topicis all the more vulnerable to pseudo-inherency positions, since the nega

tive does not negate the re.solution when it notes the capability of any
agent to take the action specified in the resolution.
A second, more recent set of plan attacks rooted in the problem of pseu

do-inherency appears to be increasingly in vogue. These arguments usu
ally have been presented under the label of"process" disadvantage. They
typically have been argued when the affinnative distorts the meaning of
fiat in ways already suggested (e.g., claiming the plan as unrepealable,
placing the affirmative team on the board, etc.) in order to deal with cir
cumvention attacks apparently legitimized by pseudo-inherency. The neg
ative, then, grants tlie affirmative distortion of the fiat power and argues
various possible disadvantages of this new "process" of policy adoption
and implementation.
Consider the following e.xamples:

I) The negative argues that the affinnative plan is undemocratic because
it is forced in over the majority opinions of the Congress and presumably
the electorate which it represents. No affirmative who understands in
herency, however, ought to place himself in the position of claiming that
the affirmative team is mandating policy in order to overcome prevailing at-
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titudes. A decision for the atfimiative team does not mean that either the

affinnative or the judge adopts the plan; it merely means that the judge
has concuned with the affinnative that this plan sliouhl be adopted by the
federal government. This would only occur, however, when the attituiles
of the necessaiy decision-makers were similarly influenced.
2) The negative argues that the affirmative team lacks tlie expertise to
dictate board members or to actually be members of the board. Of course,
no affinnative should find it necessary to serve on the board or to identify
receptive individuals to be appointed to the board in order to insure proper
attitudes for plan administration and enforcement. The actions advocated
by the affinnative are what should be^ (h)ne by whomever the personnel
might be.

3) The negative argues that an unrepcalable affinnative plan is danger
ously inflexible. This is, of course, true, but there is no reason for an
affinnative to view its plan as unrepealable in order to avoid circumvention
arguments which misunderstand affirmative fiat.

4) The negative argues that the affinnative board is open to tyrannical
abuses, for it is granted all-encompassing authority, powers to finance,.selfperpetuating status, with inadequate checks upon it. Again, affirmatives

who create omnipotent boards have done so unnecessariK, The>- have
attempted to insure that the federal government wdl do something; the
wording of a policy proposition merely requires that affirmatives advocate
that something should be tlone.

For these and many other process <lisadvantages, a judge may find
himself or herself in a position in which the negative arguments must be
granted as relevant, since the affirmative has opened itself up to them by
unnecessarily distorting the meaning of affirmative fiat. It would be far

better, however, if we never heard such iirguments at all. That will occur
only with the realization that affirmatives are not required to "force in"

changes which defy the prevailing attitudes of the change agent specified
in the proposition.(Carried to its logical extreme, one can envision affirm

atives magicalK' fiating peace, good will, and mutual understanding as the
solution to all the world's ills.)

In short, that a proposition has not been adopted in the past is not rel
evant to inherency analysis; why non-topical actions have not and could
not get the affirmative advantages or solve the affinnative harms is rele

vant. With that realization, unrealistic plan circumvention and "process"

disadvantage arguments should become extinct. To the degree that com
petitive debate can weed out the theoretically irrelevant, the activity, and
the climate for the activity, will become healthier.

Unfoiiunately, like all policv' advocacv, this article is an illustration of
its own the.sis. What the awareness in the debate communitv' should be

has been recommended; whether it ever will be or not is quite another
question, one over which the autlior of this paper has no magical power
of fiat.
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STATISTICAL VS. SUBSTANTIVE SIGNIFICANCE IN
ACADEMIC DEBATE; A SIGNIFICANT ISSUE?
Paul C. Gaske

One natural and obvious consequence of the increasing demand for

quantifiable significance in academic debate is the increasing reliance on
empirical studies as sources of such data. Another natural but perhaps not
so obvious consequence is an increase in the misuse b\' debaters—in anal
ysis, inteqTretation, and application—of data-based research efforts. Con
troversy over the "methodologv"of studies (including design, procedures,
subject sample, etc.) is becoming more and more a standard part of debate
rounds. However, argumentation on the statistical procedures of studies,
the nexus of the anah sis and interpretation of the results, is noticeably

The following statement, copied during a round I judged at the 1979
National Debate Tournament, is t\ pical and revealing of the need for dis
cussion of statistical matters:"The hypothesis was found to be statistically-

significant. This ineatis that there is a high level of probability that the
findings are true and that the results are important." To one trained in
statistical procedures, the fallacies in such a statement should be imme

diately apparent. To many of our debaters, critics, aiul even authors of
journal articles, however, the above statement seems both reasonable and
accurate.

, « j

u

ii

To suggest that the substantive significance of research findings should
be the focus of debate on quantitative subjects is hardly startling. Indeed,
the stock issue of significance, which is frequently documented with em

pirical studies, is substantive, not statistical, in nature. It is not nearly as
important to discover whether differences exist as it is to discover what
those differences mean. What iniplications does the research have for the
ory' development? For policy making.'^

When an author reports a "statistically significant" relationship between
two variables, the researcher means that he or she is confident (beyond
some specified probability level) that a relationship exists between the
variables in the population (or universe) from which the data have come.'
Suggesting that "a relationship" exists between two variables, however,
does not mean that the relationship is meaningful or important. As Gold
indicates, "Statistical significance is only a necessary but not sufficient
criterion of importance. An assessment of the magnitude of the association
must still be made in some terms other than that of a statistical test of

significance."- "Substantive significance" refers to the magnitude of the
Dr. Gaske is an Assistant Professor of Speech and Director of Forensics at the

University of Oregon. A revised version of this paper was delivered at the Northwest
Communication A.ssnciation Convention, Coeur d'Aleiie, Idaho (April. 1980).
'See David Gold,"Statistical Test.s and Substantive Significance," The American

Sociologist, 4 (February 1969), pp. 42^6. The general i.ssues involved in the test
of significance are thoroughly reviewed in Denton E. Morrison and Ramon E. Henkel, eds. The Significance Test Controversy: A Reader (Chicago: Aldine Publishing
Company, 1970). Gold's article is also contained in this volume (Chapter 20, pp.
172-81).

^

^

^

^ Gold, p. 44. Clearly, the statistical/.substantive issue refers to research ot an

experimental or quasi-experimental nature to which tests of significance can be
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streiigth-of-association between the nieasurecl variables and/or the ob

served group differences; it provides data necessary for resolving the ques
tion,"How much of a difference makes a difference?" In short, substantive
significance is the importance of statistically significant findings.
A rational person cannot base policy solely on the existence of a statis
tically significant finding; he or she must be persuaded of the substantive
significance of the data, that the dilferences detected do make a difference

and do demand some sort of response. The problem comes about, of

course, when statistical significance is taken as proof that substantive sig
nificance is present, a practice that researchers unanimously perceive as
"a sin."'''

Does the sin occur? Is substantive significance inferred from the mere

presence of statistically significant fintlings? Unfortunately, the answer is
yes. The claims of substantive significance in behavioral research are

typically found in the discussion section of the reports, the (juotes we often
hear in debate rounds. Are the claims of meaningfulness supported by the
hard data on the substantive significance of the results? Katzer and Sodt
cast considerable doubt on the claims of many authors of quantitative stud
ies when they observed that
In all of the non-correlational articles we only found one author who re

ported the OES (obtained effect size, a measure of substantive sig
nificance], and made u.se of it in the interpretation of his results. This would

not be particularly worrisome if there were any evidence that researchers
could intuitively compute and use it. However, we could not find any sys
tematic difierence in the tenor of conclusion.s between studies which ac

counted for less that 5% of the variance and those which accounted for
more than 40%.* (emphasis supplied)

In essence, the authors of man\- studies apparently claim far more sub
stantive significance than they are entitled or, at least, the opinion {juotes
we heiu in rounds are hardly correlated to the variance the studies e.vplain.
Moreover, it is quite easy to conceive of cases in which trivial differences

can be statistically significant. Why ? As the ability of the statistical test to
detect differences (statistical power) increases, the probability of commit
ting a Type II error (failing to detect differences when they actuallv exist)
obviously decreases. Statistical power is basically a function of three in
puts—the alpha level set l)y the researcher (Type I error tolerance, the
willingness of the researcher to falsely reject the null hypothesis), the
sample size, and the effect size (the substantive significance dimension).
Since eflect size is rarely specified on an a priori level, the most common
options available to the researcher are to increase the probability of com
mitting a Type 1 error (say from .05 to .15) or to increase the size of the

sample. Converition has certainly restricted the use of a liberal alpha level
(e.g.. .15} by the researcher, so statistical power is typically a function of
sample size.

The effect of raising sample size on the probability ofdetecting statistical
significance can be great. David Bakan has demonstrated convincitiglv that
legitimately applied. While there are many matters of.social importance which tran
scend these .statistical issues (e.g., the principle of freedom of speech is more im
portant than whether it is actually exercised), the issue is not directly relevant since
a test of significance could not be legitimately applied to this comparison.
'
Gold, p. 44.

^ Jeffrey Katzer and James Sodt,"An Analysis of the Use of Statistical Testing in
Comnninicatioii Research,"Jocirna/ o/Co/n»iuMicfl/i«ii,2.3(September 1973), p.256.
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virtually any two variables will be correlated or groups differentiated at a
statistically significant level if the sample size is large enough.^ And why
not? Why should any two variables in nature be totally uncorrelated? Or
why should two groups be exactly the same? Bakan s point is telling—the
null hypothesis of"no difference" is typically false in nature; the statistical
test of significance affirms the obvious. The substantive importance ofsuch
a finding is virtually nil.

In my view, it is the burden of the team utilizing a study to demonstrate
or to be able to demonstrate its substantive significance in quantitative

terms; evidence of statistical significance or opinion evidence alone or in
combination is, in light of the above indictments, insufficient. Demonstra
tion of the quantified amount of variance accounted for in a study does
not, of course, guarantee the acceptance of the study as being important

or meanin^l. However, it does provide all participants in the round with
minimally sufficient infomiation for debating the merits ol the study in
substantive terms."

A major part of the statistical/substantive confusion is that many journal
editors commit the same fallacy that our debaters do—they take statistical
significance as proof of substantive significance, and thus do not re<iuire

the reporting of the appropriate follow-up tests and variance-accountedfor infomiation.' To our discipline's credit, most speech journals have
moved recently to correct this oversight. Fortunately, as the Katzer and
Sodt article demonstrates, the appropriate follow-up procedures can be
conducted from the information presented in the results section of most
studies, and substantive infonnation can be obtained." These figures can
and should be calculated by the teams using the studies; in the absence
of such infonnation, the importance of the studies can be called into ques
tion.

The implications of these comments, I believe, are clear. We have ac
cepted as substantively significant that for which we have insufficient
« David M. Bakan, "The Test of Significance in Psychological Research," Psy

chological Bulletin, 66 (1966), pp. 423-37. A later version of this article appears in
David M. Bakan, Oji Method (San Franci.sco: Jossey-Bass, 1967), pp. 1-29.

* Gold also provides general criteria "for evduating the degree of relationship in
order to attribute sub.stantive significance" (p. 45). See. especially, pp. 45-46.

'A different but related problem is the extent to which jounials use statistical

significance as a criterion for a manuscript's acceptance. Rejecting manuscripts be
cause they fail to find statistically significant results may dramatically increase the

Type I error rate in published research (falsely rejecting the null hypothesis). Bakan

argues that Type I error is more severe than Type II because "it has the effect of
stopping investigation" (p. 427). That journals do in fact use statistical significance
as an important acceptance criterion is empirically verified in Steven Kerr, James
Tolliver, and Doretta Petree, "Manuscript Characteristics Which Influence Accep

tance for Management and Social Science Journals," Academy of Management Jour
nal, 20(March 1977), 1.32-11.

"Sec, for example, W. L. Havs, Statistics for the Social Sciences, 2nd ed.(New

York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1971), pp. 413-28 and 484-91, which provicles
many of the appropriate fomiulas. It should be noted, however, that these statistics
must be appropriate to the e.xperimental design of the particular study (e.g., fixed,
random, mixed). Using inappropriate tests can greath' overestimate or underesti
mate the magnitude of experimental effects, thus conf()unding the substantive sig
nificance judgment. A discussion of these issues and appropriate strength-oi-association measures for particular experimental designs is supplied by Joseph L. Fleiss,

"Estimating the Magnitufle of Experimental Effects," Psychological Bulletin, 72
(1969). pp. 273-76.
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proof. To assert that, by definition, a statistically significant finding is substantively significant is to commit a fallacy. To determine policy on the
basis of a study's or series of studies' statistical significance alone is logi
cally unsound.

Substantive significance should be the focus of debate on quantitative
research. Statistical significance is not substantive significance. Recogniz
ing the distinction between the two, and utilizing that knowledge in the
debate round, should reduce the abuse of empirical studies in debate and
promote a more responsible (and, probably, skeptical) attitude toward the
practice of taking the substantive merit of behavioral research at its statis
tical value.
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WHAT HAPPENED TO CAMELOT?
TED KENNEDY'S 1980 BID FOR THE DEMOCRATIC NOMINATION
Jill Birnie

Announcing his candidacy for President at Faneuil Hall in Boston, Mas
sachusetts on November 7, 1979, Senator Edward M. Kennedy said:
For many months, we have been sinking into crisis. Yet, we hear no clear
summons from the center of power. Aims are not set. The means of realizing
them are neglected. Conflicts in direction confuse our purpose. Govern
ment falters. Fear spreads that our leaders have resigned themselves to
retreat.

This country is not prepared to sound retreat. It is ready to advance. It
is willing to make a stand. And so am I.
Therefore, I take the course compelled by events and by my commitment

to public life. Today, 1 fonnally announce that I am a candidate for Presi
dent of the United States.'

According to the Gallup Polls, beginning in March, 1978, and reaching
a peak in mid-October, 1979, Kennedy consistently led Carter by 60% to
30% a.s the preferred candidate of the Democratic Party.- Yet, this same
candidate lost 25 out of 35 primaries and reluctantly withdrew his name
from nomination after losing a bitter fight for an open convention on August

12, 1980. What happened to Kennedy's seemingly solid base of support in
1980? The problems were many. Some blame it on the advantages of an
incumbent President; others, on the crises in Afghanistan and Iran; and

still others, on the Anderson campaign. Although all of these reasons con
tributed to KennecU 's failure, they were not the primary causes of it. Ted
Kennedy's campaign failure centered around three basic rhetorical flaws:
(1) Kennedy's search for campaign issues; (2) the public's perception of
Kennedy as an extravagant liberal, during an era in which the public had
become disillusioned with the old "Great Societv" programs; and (3) Ken

nedy's ethos. I intend to examine these flaws in this essay.
According to the polls, Kennedy's highest ratings were in the area of
leadership; Carter rated lowest here.'' Thus, at the outset of the campaign,
Kenne<ly faulted Carter on his lack of leadership, and proclaimed the need
for a more active Presidency.^ However,due to the Iranian crisis, this issue
lost its vitalit\'. The American people traditionally rally to support a Pres

ident during an international crisis, and the Iranian crisis proved to be no
exception." In addition, Kennedy, quoted in Jack Newfield,"The Runner
Jill Bimie is a Doctoral Candidate at the University of Pittsburgh.
'
"Announcement of his candidacy for President," Transcript of November 7,1979
Address (Washington D.C.: Kennedy National Campaign Headquarters, 1980), pp.
1-2.

* "Carter Gains on Kennedy in a Poll," New York Times, December 9, 1979, p.
43.

® Gallup Poll, New York Times, September 9, 1979, p. 29.
* "Announcement of his candidacy for President," pp. 1-2.

'
Greenstein discu.sses the unifying role of the President during periods of crisis
in "Popular Images of the President," American Journal of Psychiatry, 122 (No
vember 1965), 523-29. Nelson Polsby reports incidents of the rallying effect in

Congress and the Presidency (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1971, 2nd ed.), pp.
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Stumbles," made a serious foux pas when he remarked on December 2,
1979 that tlie Shah of Iran had run " *one of the most violent regimes in
the history of mankind,' and that he had stolen 'umpteen billion dollars'

from the Iranian people."" Kenned\' contimietl, "Support for the hostages
does not mean support for the Shah .... The Iranians must know two
things: first, that we will not be blackmailed—and second, that we are not

blind to the abuses of the Shah."^ After the media condemned Kennedy
for these statements, he became reluctant to criticize Carter at all. As Adam
Clymer of the A'cic VorA' Times wrote:
... probahly the single most damaging event of the campaign, it seems clear,
was Mr. Kenned\ '.s Dec. 2 attack on the ousted Shah of Iran. Sloppily done,
it invited doubts about his judgment when tired and pressed. Even worse
than tfie visible damage was the lasting case of shell shock inside the cam
paign, leaving it afraid to take any risk—even of ridiculing .Mr. Carter when
he confessed on television on Dec. 31 that he wa.s shocked to learn that

Russians lie and have imperialist ambitions—as Mr. Carter's Republican
opponents were quick to say.''

Therefore, Kenned\' "experimented"" with campaign styles and issues
in Iowa, and lost the caucus to Carter b\ a 2-1 immgin.'" After Ketinedy's
trouncing in Iowa, his aides decided that the themes and issues of the

campaign had to be clefitiecl for the American public in a "reanno\incenient
speech."" So, on January 29, 1980, Ketmcdy spoke at Georgetown Universit>' and addressed the issues of the campaign.
In the Georgetown speech, a firmer Kennedy was revealed. Kennedy

outlined his diflerences with Carter on both foreign and domestic issues,
lu foreign affairs, he advocated:(1) restoration of the SALT talks;(2) con
tinuation of arms control;(3)opposition to the peacetime draft registration;
(4) opposition to ecotiomic sanctions on Iran; and (5) support of the for

mation of a United Nations Commission whicii would investigate the Ira
nian government's grievances. Kennedy turned away from Carter's "nonpolicy" in foreign affairs, saying;
The real question is whether America can risk four more years of uncertain
policy and certain cri.sis, of an Administration that tells us to rally around
their failures, of an inconsistent nonpolicy that may confront us with a stark
choice between retreat and war. These issues must be debated in this

campaign.'^

44-46. John Mueller explains why constituents support the President in interna

tional crises in "Presidential Popularity' from Tnunan to Johnson," Atnerican Po
litical Science Review, 64 (March 1970), 18-34. Ted Windt discusses the genres of
Presidential crisis rhetoric in "The Presidency And Speeches On International Cris
es; Repeating The Rhetorical Past," Speaker and Gavel, 11 (.November 1973), 614,

" Jack Newfield,"The Runner Stumbles: Ambushed by the Media," The Village
Voice, January 7, 1980, p. 16.

* Adam Clymer,"Kennedy Discovers the Pain of Running as an Underdog," New
York Tiiiu's, January 27, 1980, p. E-4.
"Clymer, "In Iowa and Elsewhere, the Kennedy Campaign Is Getting Into

Shape for Battle," New York Times, December 3, 1979, p. D-10.
""Surprise Harvest In Iowa," rime, Febniary 4, 1980, p. 24.

Clymer,"Kennedy Discovers the Pain of Running as an Underdog," p. E-4.
""Georgetown University Address." Transcript of address delivered January 28,
1980 (Wa.sliingt()n D.C.: Kennedy National Campaign MeucU]uarters, 1980), p. 1.
Ibid,, p. 2.
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In the area of domestic policy, Kennedy flew his true liberal colors,
arguing for: (1) a system of gas rationing;(2) his national health insurance
hill; (3) federal assistance to urban areas; (4) equality in education and
emplos inent; (5) the ERA; and (6) the advancement of civil rights for all
minorities. He argued against the proliferation of nuclear power plants.
H is solution to the problems of inflation was the installation oi an imme
diate six-month freeze on wages and prices,followed by mandators-, across-

the-board controls to combat Carter's apparently ineffective measures of
voluntarv' restraint.

Kennedy "took his gloves off" in the Georgetown speech to establish
his campaign issues and to reaffirm his candidacy. In the speech, a con
fident campaigner was revealed, one who said:
... sometimes a party must .sail against the wind. Now is such a time. We
cannot wait for a full and fair wind or we will risk losing the vos age that
is America, A New England poet once wrote; "Should the stonn come, we
shall keep the mdder true."
Whatever comes in the voting of this year, or in the voyage of America
through all the years ahead, let us resolve to keep the rudder true.''

The effect of the Georgetown speech lasted only temporarily although

it managed to bring in new money to his ailing campaign and seemed to
"mute the suspicion that he had no reason for running beyond coveting

Carter's job."'"' However, "the cost for Kennedy was a retreat from a ro
mantic to an ideological candidacy perched at what one staffer called 'the
outskirts of the Democratic Part>'—and weakened within by a sense of

encroaching doom."'® The Georgetown speech was not enough to lead
Kennedy to victory; he went on to lose both the Maine and New Hamp

shire primaries. Once more, Kennedy's campaign was left without direc
tion.

In order to find a new issue, Kennedy had a 12-hour meeting with his
advisors.'" Since Kennedy now faced the Northeastern state.s, the hardest
hit by the economic slump, the economy became Kennedy's "one-note

message."'' Unfortunately, Kennedy's reputation as an extravagant liberal
did not help his credibility as he harangued Carter's economic failures and
simultaneously assured New Yorkers and other urban dwellers that social
programs would not be cut in a Kenned\' Administration.
In 1980, Americans were looking for a candidate who would be more
frugal tlran Kennedy appeared to be. Many of the conservative economic
ideals were being voiced from the members of the right instead of from
New Deal liberals like Kennedy. Kennedy and his aides failed to realize
that tlie public had grown weary of the old "New Frontier" and "Great
Societx" programs. The times had changed: America had to face energ\'
shortages, productivity lags, and peace, veiy different prospects from those
of the affluent and stormy era of the 1960s. Alexander Cockburn and James
Ridgeway expressed Kennedy'.s problem this way:
The real problem with Kennedy's campaign is that political ideas in this
country now are being most resonantly articulated on the right. Neither
""Ted Tries, Tries Again," Newsweek, February 11, 1980, p. 29.

""Kennedy Campaign Plan: Key on Illinois, New York," Pittsburgh Post-Ga
zette, March 1, 1980, p. 3.
Ibid.

"Kennedy's One-Note Message," Time, March 24, 1980, p. 18.
Alexander Cockburn and James Ridgeway, "The Runner Stumbles: Profile in
Confusion," The Village Voice, January 7, 1980, p. 12.
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Kennedy nor his advisors are confronting this realits- ... . The probietn for
Teddy Kennedy is that his perception of what the Democratic Party is and
should he, continues to lie in the tradition of Franklin Delano Roosevelt
and the New Deal . . . . this sort f)f presidency tiocs not mesh willi the
times.'"

An additional facet of this flaw is that all of Kenneth \s predeces.sors were
Roosevelt New Deal Democrats. The martyrdom of John and Robert Ken
nedy creatcti a legend which Ted Kennedy felt impelled to continue. Of
a poster hangitig in Kennedy's National Headquarters which read "A Bet
ter Tomorrow," Frattk Mankiewicz remarked, "The implication was:
From die Folks Who Gave You a Better Yesterday.' The legend was that
everything worked. The Kennedy legend lived with the Senator as he
callledj out the ghosts," and "probe(dl the memory." "Over and over, he

tells his tale of the early 'fiOs, a time 'of economic growth and price stabilit\ a time when the brave young knight forced the steel companies to
roll hack prices, a time that can come again, if voters elect a'real Democrat'

and end 12 long years of Republican rule.' For every stop there is a per-

■sonal reference."2" Ted Kennedy even claimed, "There's an enormous

sense of expectation on people's parts about my candi<lacy. The\ estab
lished extremely high standards and clearly you're measiu-ed to those
I m always mindfid that there s a sense of comp<uison. If Kennedy was
aware of the comparisons, why did he not carve out his own identitv for
the electorate, rather than attempt to live up to the traditions, realities, and
ghosts of the 1960s? Perhaps Kemiedy needed tlie strength of his brothers'
memories and records l)ecau.se he knew that he was the flawed brother.
It was his problem, bis etho.s, which resulted in his failure.

From the outset of the campaign, Kennedy had attemjited to defuse the

Chappaqiiiddick issue. He decided to confront the issue head-on in a na

tionally televised interview with CBS correspondent Roger .Vlndd on
November 8, 1979. In the inteniew, Kennedy appeared uncomfortable
and inarticulate. The interview, did not shed any tiew light on the events
at Chappa(inicldick. In fact, the interview may have banned Kemiedy more

than it helped him. It seemefl to rekindle old stories and provoke new
doubts about the accuracy of Kennedy's account. It showed a man uneasy

about his past, one very different from the confident Senator whom the
public customarily had seen. Tom Wicker wrote that those who saw the
interx'iew saw a man who

. . . cannot or will not yet explain what liappenecl at Chappaquicldick, or
rectify the numerou.s inconsistencies in his lO-year-old account of the mat

ter. Perhaps a.s important, viewers saw a man who, when (juestioned on
thi.s and on his allege<l relations with other women other than his wife,

seemed not only embarrassed and uncomfortable but inarticulate—and oc

casionally incoherent.

So might we all seem, under the same kiiul of questioning, but the rest
of us are not running for President on a platfonn of leadership. What Mr,

Kennedy dernonstratetl in his responses—rather, his lack of them—to Mr.
Mudd was any thing but leadership. He could not even define it."

Steven V. Roberts, "Ted Kennedy: Haunted By The Past," New York TUties

Manazine, Februarv 3, 1980, p. 58.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

" Tom Wicker, "Reprieved By 'Jaws'; In The .Nation." New York Times, Novem

ber 9. 1979, p. A-35.
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The Chappaquicldick question did not go away; if anything, it intensi
fied. Tom Wicker correctly predicted that
Chappacjuiddick . .. is lying there not so much like a time bomb as like a
cancer on his [Kennedy's] candidacy. For if Mr, Kennetiy can deal with it
no more confidently and prersuasively and candidly than he did un<ler Roger

Mudd's questioning, then the battering he is going to take on the matter,
as the campaign proceeds, will steadily grow worse until perhaps it destroys
him."

Eventually, as the Chappariuiddick questions continued to emerge, Ted
Kennedv became the issue. The January 28, 1980 issue of Time carried an
article entitled "The Tide in Ted's Life: New Challenges to his Account

of Chappaquiddick"; The Reader's Digest published "Chappaquiddick:
The Still Unanswered Questions " in its Februar>', 1980 issue. A .W'w York
Times poll in February, 1980 showed that, among Democrats, distrust of
Senator Kennedy's version of the accident at Chappaquiddick Island in
1969 continues to grow significantly to the point where only 16% believe
him. 24% of the Democrats said that they would refuse to vote for him

under any circumstances.'"-' The .Vetp York Times carried a I'/^-page ac
count on March 12, 1980, which was headlined, "Gaps Found in Chap

paquiddick Phone Data." The March 24 edition of U.S. News 6 Work!
Report reported, "Kennedy's Chappaquiddick automobile accident is a
strong, undercurrent issue. His ratings in the polls keep going down as his
candidacN' prompts repeated stories of the 1969 drowning of Mary Jo Kopechne.""'^^

Chappaquiddick was always there to undennine Kennedy's campaign,
to loom larger than any issue with which he confronted Carter. Kennedyaides admitted that "until we can shake the moral issue, it is damn hard
to make our substantive case."''" Kennedy himself said,"There hasn t been

a political candidate and a political family that has been scrutinized as I've
been, some fairly and some unfairly. It's a legitimate question whether
I'm going to be the issue or m\' concern for the people is going to be the
issue.""' Kennedy apparentl>- was aware that his ethos would be ques
tioned, but he seemed not to realize how important ethos is to a political
candidate. As Aristotle noted:

Persuasion is achieved by the speaker's personal character when the speech

is so spoken as to make us think him credible. We believe good men more
fully and more readily than others; thi.s i.s true generally whatever the questiori is, and absolutely true where e.sact certainty is impossible and opinions
are divided.®"

Kennedy aides later admitted that they had underestimated the destructive
power of Chappaquiddick, particularly before the Iowa caucus. Therefore,
Ibid

"Hedrick Smith,"Kennedy Effort To Stress Issues Found Lagging: Poll Reports
Carter's Edge Bigger Than Month Ago," New York Times, February 20, 1980, pp.
A-I,A-18.

"Tomorrow: A Look Ahead From The Nation's Capital," t/.S. News 6 World
Report, March 24, 1980, p. 16.
"Kennedy's One-Note Message," p. 18.
'" New York Times, March 17, 1980, p. A-16.

Aristotle, The Rhetoric, Book I. Chapter 2, in The Rhetoric and The Poetics,
trans. Rhys Roberts and Ingram Bywater (New York; The Modem Library, 1954),
p. 25. Subsequent reference is to this edition.
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before the New England primaries, Kennedy televised a half-hour "replay
of the Georgetown speech with "a bleak opening defense insisting that
he had told the whole truth about the accident, conceding that some people
'will never believe me/ and begging judgment 'by the basic American
stamiard of fairness—not. . . gossip and speculation.' This approach did
not work either.

As I traveled with the campaign in Western Pennsylvajiia in April, 1980,
there were hecklers at ever\' stop. Some carried signs reading,"How can
you save the country when you couldn't save Mary Jo?". Others shouted

their disgust of him. Chappaquiddick caused the public to worrv about
Kennedy's reaction to crises, about his leatiership abilities, and about his
morality. After all, Kenne<l\' was dealing with people who hud experienced
the lies of Vietnam and Watergate. The\ did not appear to want a President

who, if he had lied about a personal matter, might also lie about a govern
mental one. Chappaciuiddick was one issue that refused to go awa\',
One aide admittetl, "Character is the only explanation for Kennedy's
enormous negative ratings. The issues are coming aroimd to us, but it's

not helping. Another aide added that the most importatit thing "is to
deal with our high negatives. We have to find the symbols of what a good
]nan he realh is."-" So, Kennedy tried speaking on the rights of women
and the future of the famiK-. Joan consistentb campaigned with him, and
the children of his two slain brothers campaigned for him, citing his merits
as a family man. Yet Chappaquiddick continued to be his albatross.''^

No matter what Kennedy tried, Chai)paquidtlick haunted him. [immy
Carter failed domestically and, in some respects, in foreign policy as well,

but the fact remained that most Americans perceived Carter to be a good
and decent man. In this country it seems that .Aristotle is proven correct.
"It is not true, as some writers assume in their treatises on rhetoric, that

the personal goodness revealed b\' the speaker contributes nothing to his
power of persuasion; on the contrar\ , his character ma,v almost be called
the most effective means of persuasion he possesses,"^'' Ted Kennedy
might well agree.
Kennedy's 1980 bid for the Democratic nomination for President ended

on August 12, 1980. havitig been plagued by three basic flaws: (1) his
search for viable campaign issues;(2) the public's perception of him as an
extravagant liberal; and (.3) his ethos. Kenneds addressed his fellow Dem
ocrats that evening with these words;

May it be said of us, both in dark passages and in bright days, in the
words of Tenny.son that in>' brothers cjiintet] and loved and that have special
meaning to ine now:

I am a part of all that I have met . ..
Tlw' much i.s taken, much abides . . .

** "Ted Tries, Tries Again," p. 31,
•""Last Chance for Kennedy," Sewsweek. March 10, 1980. p. 37
Ibid.

"Address on the Rights of" Women and the Future of the Family," Tran.script of
address given in Portland. Maine, February 1, 1980 (Washington D.C.: Kennedy
National Campaign Headcjuarters, 1980); "Running For President Is a Family Af
fair," C.S. Neivs 6 World Report, March 10. 1980, p. 19.
Aristotle, The Rhetoric, p. 25.

"Kenneib's Speech on Economic Issues Before the DenuKTatic National Con

vention." Transcript of speech given August 12, 1980, Neix; York Times, August 13.
1980, p. B-2.
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... That which we are, we are;

One equal temper of heroic hearts .. .
strong in will

To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

For me, a few hours ago, this campaign came to an end. For all those
whose cares have been our concern, the work goes on, the cause endures,

the hope still lives and the dream shall never die.®^

In 1980, Kennedy's vision of himself as President slipped away. The

candidacy that so many had looked forward to, and for so long, had come
to an end.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
Minutes of National Council Meeting
New York, NY November 13, 1980

Memhern present for all or part of the meeting: Schnoor, Rhodes, Cor
nell, Flaningain, Trapp, Roth, L> iich, Howe, Gross, Payne, Ziegelimieller.
Non-members present: Robert Smith, Alma College; Mike Pfau, Augustana
College; Tom Goodnight, Northwestern University.

President Howe called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m. The minutes
of the previous meeting were distributed. Howe/Comell moved to correct

the minutes b\- including the following motion: "Regional Governors are
requestetl to contact annually each chapter iti the region. The motion
passed." The motion to correct the minutes passed. Rhodes/Schnoor
moved to correct the minutes b\^ including tiie following motion: "All
National Conference materials shall be mailed by mid-January. The mo
tion passed. The minutes were then appro\'ed as corrected.

Secretary Gross reported on membership. Initiates numbered 161 during
1979-80, which represented a 10% increase from the preceding year, but
was well below the average for the previous five years.
Gross reported on the contract with Balfour for jewclr> and certificates,
noting cost increases of approximately 30% over the past two years.
Rh{Kles/Cornell moved to increase the price of the ke\ to $13 and the
keypin to $14.25. The motion passed. Rhodes/Schnoor moved that the
President appoint a committee to investigate alternatives to Balfour with

the committee to report at the meeting at Mankato. The motion passed.
Howe reported that the current roster of Regional Governors is as fol

lows: Region /—Richard Roth, Rhode Island; //—James Hall, St. John's;
III—W. R. Coulter, Roanoke; /V—Larry Ciaioullet, Western Kentucky;
V—George Ziegelmueller, Wayne St.; V/—Vem McGuire, Texas Tech;
V//—Donn Parson, Kansas; V///—Larry Schnoor, Mankato St.; /X—Al
Johnson, Colorado College; X—Gregory Payne, Occidental.
The following reports were received from the regions:
/—Roth reported that he had just taken the position.
Nf—Coulter sent a report via letter, noting general health in the region.
The major problem is the requirement of two years participation to estab
lish eligibility for membership.
V—Ziegelmueller reported that regional activities will be conducted in
conjunction with the debate tournament at .Miami and the IE tournament
at Wayne State.

V///—Schnoor reported that UW at River Falls is the newe.st chapter.
Macalestcr is reported to be interested in establishing a chapter.
/X—Rhodes reported for Johnson that DSR-TKA awards had been made
at the Colorado College tournament.
—Payne reported tliat DSR-TKA awards will be made at the California
State at Long Beach and the Occidental tournaments.

Cornell reported that the .Alumni and Service Awards Committee will

be .soliciting nominations shortly. Rhodes made a similar report for the
Speaker of the Year Committee.

Flaningam reported for the National Conference Committee that the

conference will be held .March 26-29 at Mankato, MN. As retjuested by
the National Council, the schedule has been revised so that all competition
will be held over a three-day period. To facilitate judging assignments, it
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is proposed that there be only one judge per round in IE and that a semi
final round be held. Schnoor reported on local arrangements. Rooms have
been blocked at two Holiday Inns; classrooms have been reserved; the

banquet will be held at the Student Union. Rhodes/Trapp moved to sched
ule two lunches as part of the conference fees. The motion passed.

A discussion of options for future National Conference sites and dates
was held. Occirlental and Texas Tech have expressed interest in hosting

the conference. However, dates for future years may need to be adjusted
due to likely changes in the date of the National Debate Tournament.

Ziegelmueller/Trai^p moved to hold the 1982 National Conference at Oc
cidental if the dates can be worked out. Gros.s/Trapp moved to table the

motion until tlie meeting at Mankato. The motion to table passed.
Howe recommended that Annabel Hagood, Universit>- of Alabama, be

appointed Trustee. On the motion of Ziegehnueller/Roth, the council en
dorsed the appointment. On the motion of Trapp/Payne the council en
dorsed the reappointinent of Jack Lynch as Historian.

Howe reported on the selection of a new editor for Speaker and Gavel.
Ziegelmueller/Payne moved to appoint J. Jeffrey Aiier, Indiana University,
as Editor. The motion passed 5-2.

Cornell reported for the Nominating Committee. Nominees are as fol
lows:

President—Jack Rhodes and Larry Schnoor
Vice-Presiclent—Sid Hill and Robert Weiss

Secretary—Jim Pratt and Jim Weaver
Treasurer—Elaine Bruggemeier and Gregory Payne

Council-Al-Large—Paul Gaske, Keith Griffin, Thomas Ludluin and David
Waite.

Schnoor/Flaningam moved to nominate Mike Pfau for Council-At-Large.

The motion passed. Flaningam/Roth moved to close nomination.s. The
motion passed.

Goodnight reported on the activities of the topic selection committee to
which he is the DSR-TKA representative.

Cornell/Payne moved that the Secretary be asked to contact the Regional
Governors and ask them to submit an updated list ofchapters and sponsors.
The motion passed.

Lynch/Ziegelmueller moved to adjourn. The motion passed, and the
meeting adjourned at 4:52 P.M.
RespectfulK' submitted.
Bert Gross

Secretary
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ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW EDITOR

The temi of the current editor expires with publication of the Suninier,
1981 issue of Speaker and Gavel. All space for the remaining issues has
been allocated except for papers submitted for the special issue on Un
dergraduate Papers in Forensics. All other manuscripts should be for

warded to the new editor, selected at the November. 1980 meeting of the
Nation Council, Dr. J. Jelfery Auer. Dr. Auer's address is as follows:
Dr. J. Jelferx' Auer

Editor, Speaker and Gavel
Department of Speech Communication
Indiana Universit>
Blooinington, Indiana 47401
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SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
The Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha National Council has established a standard sub
scription rate of $5.00 per year for Speaker and Gavel.

Present policy provides that new members, upon election, are provided with two years of
Speaker and Gavel free of charge. Life members, furthermore, who have paid a Life Patron
alumni membership fee of $100, likewise regularly receive Speaker and Gavel. Also receiving
each issue are the current chapter sponsors and the libraries of institutions holding a charter in
the organization.

Other individuals and libraries are welcome to subscribe to Speaker and Gavel. Subscription
orders should be sent to Alien Press, P. 0. Box 368, Lawrence. Kansas 66044.

TO SPONSORS AND MEMBERS

$7.00, Prices include Federai Tax. The

Please send all communications relating to
initiation, certificates of membership, key or

names of new members, those elected be

initiate and for emblems should be sent

tween September of one year and Septem
ber of the following year, appear in the
Fall issue of Speaker and Gavel. Ac

to the National Secretary and should be
accompanied by check or money order.

cording to present regulations of the so
ciety, new members receive Speaker

ders. and names of members to the Nation

al Secretary. All requests for authority to

Inasmuch as all checks and money or

ders are forwarded by the Secretary to
the National Treasurer, please make

%

them to; "The Treasurer of Delta Sigma

Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha."

The membership fee is $15.00. The
official key (size shown in cut on this
page) is $10.50, or the official key-pin
is $11,75. A lapel button is available for

and Gavel for two years following their
initiation if they return the record form

supplied them at the time their appli
cation is approved by the Executive
Secretary and certified to the sponsor.

Following this time all members who
wish to receive Speaker and Gavel may
subscribe at the standard rate of $5.00
per year.

SPEAKER AND GAVEL
Second Class Postage Paid
at Lawrence, Kansas, U.S.A.
Allen Press. Inc.
P. O. Box 368

Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Return Postage Guaranteed

Main Library

Manlaito State College

Mankato, Minn.

56001
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
"SPEAKER OF THE YEAR" AV\/ARD
PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN

The "Speaker of the Veur"" Award of Delta Sigma Rlui-Tau Kappa Alpha

is gi\'en aniiuallv' by this organization to a United States citizen who, in
the opinion of llie selection committee, has demonstrated the liest(jnalities
of public speaking: command ol the English language, sincerity and no
bility of purpose, dedication to his or her personal ideals, and the abilit\'

to influence pui)lic opinion. The award ma\ be given for a single speech
or tor a career ol speech-making. This year the award is gi\ en to tlie newlyelected President of the I'nitetl States. Ronald VV. Reagan, in recognition

of his performances in the 1980 Presidential election, especially during
the Presidential Debates.

President Reagan was Imm in Tampico, Illinois, on February 6, 1911.
He gaine<l \ ahuible public sjoeaking skills while a sports announcer for
radio station WHO in Des Moincs, Iowa, from 1932 to 1937 and continued

to <le\elop his talents with a thirt\-year career in motion pictures and
television. From 1967 to 197.5 he seia ed as the Governor of California.

Among tlie many other honors which he holds, Mr. Reagan has a B..A.
degree from Eureka College of Illinois (1932) and is the fonner President
of the Screen .Actors Guild ami the Motion Picture Imlustry Council.

DSR-TK.A is pleased to honor President Reagan for his excellent tise of
the debate format during the 1980 Debates against John Andersc^n and

Jimm\" Carter. EspecialK during the Carter-Reagan Debate. .Mr. Reagan
earnetl high marks among practitioners of public speaking for his poise,
command of the language, and sell-effacing manner. In countless other
campaign appearaTices and in his public utterances since the Inauguration,
President Reagan has demonstrated the (lualities of good speech-making
which DSR-TKA seeks to recognize and to encourage in public commu
nication.

The White House has advised the selection committee that President

Reagan, although unable to attend the National Conference in Mankato,
has accepted the award with appreciation and has, since that time, lor-

warded a further memorandum that the placpie ht)noring President Reagan
as 1980 "Speaker of the Year" has been received.
Jack Rhodes, Chair

"Speaker of the Year" Committee
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

JACK HOWE

PROFESSOR. CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY-LONG BEACH
Professor, coach,judge, statistician, historian, la\\ \ er. Each oftliese can
he used to describe Jack Howe, although he is best-known in the forensic
coinnuinity for his compilations ol college ant! iini\ersit>' forensic tour
nament results. Each >ear since 1960 he has collected, tabidated, edited
and distrii)uted minute statistical tletaiis concerning debate and individual
events throughout the United States. The Intercollegiate Speech Tour
nament Results publication has become a must for tournament directors

as well as contestants. The editorial comments included provide a valuable
record on the status ajid development of the activity.
In addition. Dr. Howe has assembled materials neces.sary to construct
the tournament schedule which appears each summer in the AFA News
letter. He was instrumental in founding tlie Cross Examination Debate
Association which has grown in a few years to involve debaters from coast
to coast. He currently serves as Executive Secretary for CEDA. His service
to DSR-TICA, has been exemplary, serving as both Treasurer and President

of this organization. As a coach, his teams are consistentK- strong compet
itors and his judging is strict, evaluating public speaking skills as well as
strategy and technique. As a person, Jack is punctual, appreciative and an
able leader. He can make dithcult situations bearable with humor and wit.

For all of the hours, days and years spent in sup])ort of intercollegiate
forensic activities. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is pleased to present
to Jack Howe its Distinguished Service .Awju'd.
Nominated bv Butler Universitv.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

DAVID W. SHEPARD

PROFESSOR, BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

A graduate uf the Uni\ersity el Minnesota uith eoiKentrations in
Sj5eec'h, English and History on the route to his Ph.D., David W. Shepard
ha.s never been far fnnn academic debate. From the time he first joined
the Sj^eeeh faculty at Ball State Universitv in 1954 until tlie present, he
has been an oiitstaTiding coacli, an efficient touniament manager, and a

successful teacher in many of the areas embraced b\ the discipline of
Speech Communication.
When Professor Shepard stopped coaching ami traveling to assume

greater administrative responsibilities as Head oi the Public Address Area
in 1958, he continued to be a constant supporter of forensics at Ball State.

He still manages debate tournaments sponsored by the department; he
was instrumental in e.xpanding tlie coaching staff and increasing funding
for speech activities; he chmates time to judge; and he has contributed
from his personal funds for department forensic activities.
Dr. Sheivard is also active in other professional asstrciations, serving as
editor ol the Indiana Speech Jounial since 197(1. Two books on debate
and parliamentarv procedure are supplemented b\' numerous journal ar
ticles and papers inesented at state, regional and national conventions.
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is pleased to honor Dr. David W.
Shepard with its Distinguished Service .Award as an expression of appre

ciation for inspirational leadership and selfless service in intercollegiate
forensics.
Xominated bv Ball State Universitv.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

DAVID ALLEN THOMAS

PROFESSOR. UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

David Thomas has contributed immensely to the understanding of" de
bate practice and theory. Secondary school programs benefited for years
from Professor Thomas' editorship and publishing of hsue.s, a newsletter
dealing with affairs of interest in debate theor\' and current debate topics.
Furtlier, all levels of forensic activity have benefited from two editions of

Advanced Di'hale: Reading.'i in Theory, Practice and Teaching. He has
also contributed many journal articles in his own right and is currently
editor of The Journal of the American Foren.nc Association.
David's contributions have not }>een liinite<l to editorships and author
ships, however, as he also served on the National Council of the American
Forensic Association and numerous committees of the Speech Commu
nication Association. He was acti\e in the organization and administration
of the Bicentennial Youth Debates for the southeastern area of the United
States.

Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa .Alpha expresses its indebtedness to Dr.

Thomas for his many and varied contributions to forensic activities by
awarding to him its Distinguished Service Award.
Nominated by Creighton Universitv'.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD

WALDO W. BRADEN

PROFESSOR EMERITUS, LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

Waldo W. Brade-n, Boj-d Professor Emeritus. Loiiisiaiia .State University,
has distingnished himself as a teacher, forensic eoaeh. administrator,

professional leader, editor and scholar. Throughoiit an immensely produc
tive tenure at LSU, he consistentK maintained the inghest standards of

the speech communication profession inspiring students, undergraduates
and graduates, to pursue careers of intense scholarly and professional involvetnent. Countless Braden alumni also serve with distinction in the

professional world and as communitc leaders.

As a high school, then college ilehate coach, he achieved an outstanding
reputation for excellencr?. .As his lengthy publication list shows, he also

ct)ntributed significantly to the literature of forensics. He has directed at

least scvent\' Master's Theses and forty Doctoral Dissertations, man\- after
his so-called "retirement" in UJTfi, Their subjects range from politics to
history to rhetoric and bcNond.
Dr. Braden's adniinistrati\'e abilities were evident at Louisiana State

University where he sersed as professor and Department Chair from 1958
to 1978. He scrvetl as Executive Secretaiy of the Speech Communication
.Association and later as President. He has served as etlitor of T/ic Speech
Teacher. LSlf honored him with the highest aca<lemic rank whiih the
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University can bestow, the rank of Boyti Professor given in recognition of
national prominence in the recipient's academic field.
Delta Sigma Rho-Tan Kappa Alpha recognizes Dr. Braden with its Dis
tinguished Alumni Award, not only for his tireless work in promoting
scholarship antl high standards in Speech Communication, but also for his
enthusiasm, energy and continuing sense of humor.
Nominated by Louisiana State University.
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HERMAN COHEN

PROFESSOR, PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Hernuin
was initialed into Delta Sigma Rho-Taii Kappa Alpha
at tile Universit> ol loua where he leamecl the art ol eoinmnnication Iniin
one ()l its masters, .\. Craig Baircl. As a deiiater he was one ot the first to
debate the British National Team when the> eame to the Ihiited States.
From hiwa, to Oregon, to Edinburgh, Scotland, to Massachusetts, and,

finally, to Pennsy Kania State Unixersity, his contrilnitions to the discipline

of Speech Commmiication have been significant. The author of text books,
book reviews and articles by the dozen, Dr. Cajhen has been a lilelong
student of" such widely dix evsified interests as radio, ibrensics, speech e<lucalion and rhetorical criticism. He is xvidely known for his extensive
research and writing on Scottish rhetoric and Hugli Blair in particular.

Dr. Cohen's (piiet manner underliTies his understanding and compas
sionate way xvith students xvhile friends and co-workers describe him as

a sensitix c communicator. \'erbai communication is iu>t his only strength,
howexer, as he is an artist ot unusual talent.

As proof of his leadership abilities. Dr. Cohen has served on professional

committees of state and national organizations, acting as etlitor ol WV.vtem

SpeecJi and assistant editor of 77ie Quarterly Journal of Speech. In 1975
he became President ol the Speech (annmnnication .Association.

It is xvith pride in his achiex eim.-nts and representation of the ideals ol
this organization that Delta Sigma Hho-Tan Kappa Alpha presents its Dis
tinguished Alumni Award to Dr. Herman Cohen.

Nominated bv Pennsylvania State Universitx.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD

r
BONITA L. PERRY

DIRECTOR. SUN INSTITUTE

As an undergraduate at \Va>'iie State University, Bonnie Perry was in
volved in many activities and known for her enthusiasm and sense of fun.

She won awards in speech events and in intercollegiate debate, being
named Michigan State Champion in Women's Extemporaneous Speaking
in I9b6.

With an English major and B.A. in hand, Ms. Perry entered Michigan
State University wliere she earned her .Master's and Ph.D. degrees, con
centrating in Communication and Social Psychology. She served as an

Instructor for undergraduate and graduate courses in Communication, Per
suasion and Research .Methods. During tliis lime, she continued her in
terest in forensics and was assistant debate coach for the Micliigan State
Universit\' Forensic League as well as an administrator for the Commu

nication Arts Institute for high school students, held each summer.
In 1971, Ms. Pern started work in industry with Booz, Alien, and Ham
ilton in their Philadelphia Division as Senior Consultant and Social Psy

chologist to major U.S. industries and government on marketing and con.sumer issues. In 1978 she joined the Sun Company in Radnor,
Pennsylvania. As Director of the Sun Institute, an educational center for

the development of Sun employees, she directs the communication and
management training curriculum for a population of 30,000 employees.
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She, along with her staft", is responsible for a budget in excess of $1.25
million.

Bonita Perrj' is a splendid example of an individual who has achieved
great .success in the business world by emphasizing the importance of

communication. It is for these reasons tliat Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha is pleased to present its Distinguished Alumni Award to .Ms. Bonita
Pern-.

.Nominated by Wayne State University.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD

THE HON. LARRY PRESSLER

UNITED STATES SENATOR

Senator Larrv' Pres.sler, a lanner from South Dakota and a United States

Senator, grew up on a family farm which his parents still operate. He
received both national and international recognition for his work in 4-H.

At the Universit>- of South Dakota, he was president of the student body
and initiated into Phi Beta Kappa. He was an active intercollegiate debater
and a member of the University of South Dakota's Debate Control Board
as well as a tnember of DSR-TKA.

After graduating from college, Senator Pressler attended Oxford Uni
versity as a Rhodes scholar, receiving a degree in 1966. Two years with
the United States Anny, part served in Vietnam, was followed by study at
the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard Uni\'ersity and by a Juris
Doctorate degree from Harvard Law School in 1971. Since then, he has

served with distinction for two terms in the United States House of Rep
resentatives and was elected to the United States Senate in 1978, receiving
a record sixty-eight percent of the vote.
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is pleased to present its Distin
guished Alumni Award to Senator Pressler in recognition of his work and

e.xainple of leadership and service in public life.
Nominated by The University of Utah.
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1981 DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
NATIONAL CONFERENCE AWARDS
The 1981 Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha National Conference was
hosted by Mankato State University, Mankato, Minnesota on March 26-29.
Twenty-nine member schools participated.

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES DEBATE

(Cumulative Placing)

First:
Second:
Third:

DePauw University (Donovan and Boehm)
University of Illinois (McShane and Read)
University of Illinois (Studzinsky and Hunsaker)

NATIONAL TOPIC DEBATE

Team Placings:

First:
Second:
Third:

University of Kansas (Wright and Grant)
Wayne State University (Harris and Debold)
University of Kansas (Gidley and Payne)
Texas Tech University (Eady and Alley)

Speaker Awards:

First:
Second:
Third:
Fourth:
Fifth:
Sixth:

Harris, Wayne State University
Debold, Wayne State University
Gidley, University of Kansas
Leader, University of Kansas
Grant, University of Kansas
Eberts, Loyola University-Chicago

Seventh: Faust, University of Iowa
Eighth:

Dash, Loyola University

STUDENT CONGRESS

Superior Ratings:

Roseann Mandziuk, Wayne State University (First Place)
John Heinemann, University of Nebraska
Barbara McHugh, DePauw University
Lisa Tate, DePauw University
Excellent Ratings:

Will Aubrey, Murray State University
Diane K. Davis, Indiana State University
Laura Haug, University of Nebraska
Richard Sturgis, Glemson University
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INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

After Dinner Speaking
First:
Second:
Third:

Lain]>, University ot Mississippi
Nussar, Wayne State University
Andrew, Ball State University

Fourth:
Fifth:
Sixth:

Richardson, Ball State University
Mize, University of Alabama
Howe, Emerson College

Communication Analysis
First:
Second:

Friedman, Murray State University
Mandziuk, Wayne State University

Third:

Miley, University of Mississippi

Fourth:
Fifth:

Rowe, Emerson College
Andrew, Ball State University

Sixth:

Simpiefield, University of Mississippi

Dramatic Duo Interpretation

First:

Sinquefield and Miley, University of Mississippi

Second:

Nassar and Mandziuk, Wayne State University

Third:

Winters and Clancy, Westem Kentucky University

Fourth:

Rowe and Tucker, Emerson College

Fifth:

Mize and Hubbard, University of Alabama

Sixth:

Johnson and Button, Clemson University

Dramatic Interpretation
First:

Nassar, Wayne State University

Second:
Third:
Fourth:

Hubbard, University ot Alabama
Mize, University of Alabama
Harrington, University of Mississippi

Fifth:
Sixth:

Hughes, Murray State University
Davis, Indiana State University

Extemporaneous Speaking

First:

Harrington, University of Mississippi

Second:

Brown, Murray State University

Third:

Joeckel, University of Nebraska

Fourth:
Fifth:

Miley, University of Mississippi
Hunsauder, University of Illinois

Sixth:

Aubrey, Murray State University

Impromptu Speaking

First:

Liimb, University of Mississippi

Second:

Beck, Ball State University

Third:

Harrington, University of Mississippi

Fourth:
Fifth:

Miley, University of Mississippi
Joeckel, University of Nebraska

Sixth:

Winters, Western Kentucky University
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Informative Speaking
First:
Second:
Third:
Fourth:
Filth:

Harrington, University of Mississippi
Baseoin, Mankato State Uni\ersity
Mandziuk, Wa>ne State Universit\'
Ellis, Western Kentuck\' University
Sinqtiefield, University ofMississippi

Sixth:

Milev', University ofMississippi

Seventh: Vaughn, Murrav' State University
Persuasive Speaking
First:
Second:
Third:
Fourth:
Fifth:

SiiKpiefield, University ofMississippi
Ellis, Western Kentucky University
Miller, University of Minnesota
Harrington, University ofMississippi
Lamb, University of Mississippi

Sixth:

Joeckel, University of Nebraska

Poetry Interpretation
First:

Nassar, Wayne State University

Second:

Cutrone, University of Wisconsin-River Falls

Third:

Clancy, Western Kentucky University

Fourth:
Fifth:
Sixth:

Bascoin, Mankato State University
Myers, University of Alalrama-Birminghain
Ellis, Western Kentncky University

Prose Interpretation
First:

Friedman, Murrav State University

Second:

Mandziuk, Wayne State University

Third:

Miley, University ofMississippi

Fourtli:

Rowe, Emerson College

Fiftli:

Andrew, Bail State University

Sixth:

Siiuiuefield, Lhiiversity ofMississippi
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LEGISLATION ADOPTED BY THE
STUDENT CONGRESS
DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

MANKATO STATE UNIVERSITY, MARCH 26-29, 1981
The Student Congress at the 1981 National Conference of Delta Sigma
Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha deiil)erated on the general topic of "The Melting
Pot." Twenty delegates from nine colleges participated in these deliber
ations. The Si)eaker of the Assembly was Richard Stiirgis, Clemson Uni
versity, and the Clerk was Barbara McHngh, DePanvs- University-.

The following record comprises the legislation approved by the 1981
Student Congress.
CONGRESS BILL #1

By Gai-s- D. Button, Clemson University
AN ACT to recommend a supplemental summit meeting of world powers.
Whereas, the world refugee problem is at crisis proportions, represent

ing an archipelago of human despair, and
Whereas, simply ignoring and refusing to discuss this problem in a ra
tional manner offers no \ iable solution, and

Whereas, only through concourse and discussion can a feasible solution
be found, and

Whereas, precedence concerning this situation can be found iii the world
summit meeting in 1938 at Evian and again in 1979 at Geneva,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. That a written recommendation be sent to Washington urging

a supplemental summit meeting of world powers be held to discuss viable
alternatives and resolutions to this current refugee crisis.
CONGRESS BILL #2

By Richard Sturgis, Clemson Universit>'
AN ACT to revise e.xisting bilingual education programs.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. Abolish the Bilingual Education Act of 1968.
Section 2. The Department of Education shall institute special English
courses for minorities/edinics during regular school hours,(a) The empha
sis of these courses will be to mainstream foreign students and/or children
of immigrant parents into the reguhu- English curriculum,(b) The course

shall not deny the students' family heritages, but shall use that heritage as
a base from which to further the students' abilities to function in a pre

dominantly English-speaking American society.

Section 3. This program shall be administered by the Department of
Education.
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Section 4. This program shall be financed out of the general revenues
of the Department of Education with appropriations not exceeding $200
million dollars.
CONGRESS BILL #3

By the Immigration and Citizenship Committee
AN ACT to update and restructure the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.

Whereas, the effectiveness of the INS is damaged by internal adminis
trative problems, and
Whereas, ineffectiveness is also due to internal corruption and abusive
behavior of INS employees, and
Whereas, Congressional funding for changes in the INS is withheld for
fear that such internal confusion would lead to waste ofthese funds, there
fore,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. That a Federal commission be appointed to oversee the re
structuring of the Immigration and Naturalization Service and its admin
istrative procedures.
Section 2. This commission be Congressionally appointed and have the
authority to direct the use of currently withheld funds.
Section 3. This commission will consist of seven members.

Section 4. A system of fines and/or dismissal be instituted to provide
punishment to INS employees found responsible for abuse or violation of
INS policies and procedures.
CONGRESS BILL #4

By Gary D. Button, Clemson University
AN ACT to resolve the current refugee crisis in Southeast Asia.
Whereas, the growing refugee problems of Southeast Asia represents
first and foremost a human tragedy of appalling proportions, and
Whereas, the presence of large refugee populations is a source of do
mestic concern, regional instability, economic problems, and religious and
ethnic tensions to first-asylum countries and worldwide, and
Whereas, this situation represents a threat to peace in these regions and
to the stability of United States allies, and

Whereas, the United States is a nation dedicated to the ideals of lead
ership, humanitarianism, and the eradication of oppression, and
Whereas, it is therefore to be considered a duty of the United States to
attempt a solution to this problem,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. That additional qualified Peace Gorps and Red Gross volun
teers be assigned to work in refugee camps.
Section 2. A network of new transit centers be created to alleviate ex

isting pressures on present refugee camps.
Section 3. Funds be allocated for the purpose of resettling refugees to
nations who are willing to accept said refugees but which do not have the
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resources to do so, by the creation of an International Refugee Settlement
Fund.
CONGRESS BILL #5

By Doug James and Paul Ingrain, Murray State University'
AN ACT to establish a national cultural exchange.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. Establish a national cultural exchange for tlie exhibition of

articles, ideas, and activities representative of ethnic groups.
Section 2. These exhibitions shall be non-permanent displays of ethnic
cultures and shall be made available to other American museums.
Section 3. The Smitiisonian Museum shall coordinate the collection and

loan ol articles from the national musenms of the country of origin and the
acquisition of articles from American ethnic communities.
Section 4. Appropriations for the establishment of the museum and its
exhibitions shall be $20 million for the first year of operation and $10

million for succeeding years.
Section 5. Zero-based review of these appropriations be made at least
every five years by tlie Department of the Interior and the Congressional
Oversight Committee for the Department of the Interior.
CONGRESS BILL #6

By the Immigration and Citizenship Committee
AN ACT to control the use of private immigration bills in Congress.
Whereas, these bills are used by foreign individuals to circumvent reg
ular immigration laws, and

Whereas, such circumventions and attempted circumventions waste
Congressional floor time, and
Whereas, the Abscam cases illustrate the existence of abuses of these

bills,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG.MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section I. That the use of private immigration bills be hereby limited
to cases involving adoption of foreign children by American families.
CONGRESS BILL #7

By Laura Haug, University of Nebraska and Doug James, Murray State
University

AN ACT to instate multi-cultural education for primary and secondary
students.

Whereas, it is important for students to be aware of the rich cultural
variety within the United States,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section I. That the federal government shall encourage state govern

ments to promote cultural education for primary and secondary students.
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Section 2. School districts shall use social science textbooks which in

clude the cultures of Black Americans, Indians, Chicanos, Jews, Slavs,
Europeans, Orientals, and Muslims.

Section 3. School districts sliall begin to use these textbooks no later
than September 1, 1991.
Section 4. Any school district which does not comply will lose fifteen
percent of any federal funds which they receive.
CONGRESS BILL #8

By tile Immigration and Citizenship Committee
AN ACT to update the restrictions on entrance of immigrants to be con
sistent with changes in our laws.
Whereas, man>' of the administrative problems of the INS are caused by
archaic and unenforceable laws, and

Whereas, the nature ofOur country grants individuals rights and beliefs,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section I. That any prior conviction on the charge of possession of mar

ijuana in this or any countrv' of less than one ounce of marijuana is no

longer considered a criminal charge for detennining eligibility tor entrance
into this countr>' under immigration laws.

Section 2. Anarchists and homosexuals will no longer be barred from
immigration to this country.
CONGRESS BILL #9

By the Committee on Refugees

AN ACT to admit refugees to the United States.
Whereas, recent increases in the total number of refugees admitted have
created immense problems in caring for and controlling refugees, and
Whereas, the indefinable criteria for cpiota exemptions denies to the
American people control over the total number of people entering this
country,
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. That the refugee quota be redefined at fifty thousand refugees
per annum witlnnit re.striction to national origin.
Section 2. That the parole authority of the attorney general of the United

States to grant exemptions to the refugee fpiotas be withdrawn.
Section 3. That refugees shall be redefined as those who are forced to
leave their home country by a political body.
Section 4. That any sections of existing legislation in conflict with Sec
tion I or Sectirm 2 of tliis bill are hereby repealed.

CONGRESS RESOLUTION #1

By Tricia Johnson, Clenison LTniversity and John Heinemann, Nebraska
University

A resolution to guarantee compensation to American Indians.
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Whereas, the 1790 Non-Intercourse Act provided that no land treaties

be made between American Indians and private United States citizens,
without approval of Congress, and

Whereas, such treaties were made without Congressional approval, and
Whereas, the latid is still legally owned by those American Indians, and

Whereas, those citizens who presently occupy the land are not respon
sible lor those treaties,
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. That we support the idea of fair compensation to the Indian
who illegalK' lost land under the above mentioned treaties wherever fea
sible.
CONGRESS RESOLUTION #2

By the Resolutions Committee

A resolution to sliovv our appreciation of the people who helped to make
this conlerence possible and successful.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDE.NT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIG
MA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:

Section 1. We warmly thank Prof. Larry Schnoor—Conference Host, Dr.
James Pratt—I.E. Director, Dr. Rita Flaningain—2-person Debate Direc
tor, Dr. Bill Henderson—Contemporaiy Issues Director, and Dr. Carl
Flaningain—(Conference Director.
Section 2. Especially related to the Congress, we show our appreciation
to Kerr>' Greisbach, Jayne Dressen and Donald Parker.
Section 3. We also wish to thank Kathy Steiner—Speech Dcpiutmcnt
Secretary, Guest Judges—Jan Jenson, .Michael .Nicoloi, Lucy Christen,
James Wea\'er, Briani Halleen and Rick Lamers.

Sectiim 4. We, the participants of Student Congress, extend a very spe
cial thank-you to Dr. Weiss for his work with Student Congress.
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PARTICIPATING CHAPTERS
DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
1981 NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Aiigustana College
Bull State l'iiiversit\'

Cleinson Uni\'ersity
College ol William anci Man'
DePaaw University

Emerson College
Indiana State University
Iowa State University

Loyola Uni\ ersit\'
Maealcster College
Mississippi State University
Mankuto State Universit\'

Mnrra\' State University
Pace University

SujTolk Universit)'
Texas Tech Universits'

University of Alabama-Birmingham
University oi Alahama-Tnscaloosa
Universitx' of Illinois

University of Iowa
Utiiversity ol Kansas
University of Minnesota

University of Mississippi
University of Nebraska
University of Richmond
Universits of South Dakota

University {)f Wisconsin-River Falls
Wayne State University

Western Kentucky University
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EDITOR'S COMMENT
This issue marks tlie end of my tenn as editor oi Speaker and Gavel. I

wish to extend my jjersonal thanks to the members of the Editorial Board
for tlieir support and diligent efforts over the past three years, to the twf)
presidents of I^SR-TKA who gave advice and encouragement during my
tenure, to those who submitted manuscripts voluntarily and to those who
submitted them when asked, and, most importantlv, to those readers of

this journal who have been patient in their waiting and kind in their com
ments.

It is my perception that Speaker and Gavel can play an increasingly
vital role in the forensic community, and it is my hope that progress in
fulfilling that position has been made in recent years. The diversity^ in

aiulience for this Journal is both problematic and invigorating. That diver
sity requires that many interests be reflected in these pages—c:ontempo-

raiy critical efforts, pragmatic and theoretical concerns in debate and in
inclividual events, issues and techniques of pedagogy—with the result that
ciich of us becomes more aware of the other aspects of argumentation.
Such awareness and conceni is essential, I believe, for the continued pros

pects of fbrensics in the years to come. I look forward to watching Speaker
and Gavel prosper under the editorship of Professor Auer.
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SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
The Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha National Council has established a standard sub
scription rate of $5.00 per year for Speaker and Gavel.

Present policy provides that new members, upon election, are provided with two years of
Speaker and Gavel free of charge. Life members, furthermore, who have paid a Life Patron
alumni membership fee of $100, likewise regularly receive Speaker and Gavel. Also receiving
each issue are the current chapter sponsors and the libraries of institutions holding a charter in
the organization.

Other individuals and libraries are welcome to subscribe to Speaker and Gavel. Subscription
orders should be sent to Allen Press, P. 0. Box 368, Lawrence, Kansas 66044.
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